301 to Aid Mercy Ambulance

The Acoustics Committee of Local 301 will hold a dinner on Friday, Sept. 18, at Hotel Astoria, for the benefit of the Mercy Ambulance Fund. Tickets may be obtained from the Acoustics Committee or shop stewards.

301 Approves Contract Proposals

Local 301 has approved the contract proposals.

Legislative Committee

The legislative committee of Local 301 will meet at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the union hall to elect a chairman and secretary and outline the program. Albert Davis was appointed by the Executive Board to represent it on the committee.

Board Recommends 301 Staff Lawyer

Because of the increase in legal and court problems of attorneys and their members, the Local 301 executive board has voted to recommend to the membership the nomination of an attorney. The recommendation will come before the membership on February 10.

In addition to the legal "pool," regular newsletters are sent to members, all those interested in court action are sent to the attorneys for the Local 301 staff lawyer.

Daytime Meeting

Backs Machine

Crafts' Wage Bid

Toolmakers, machinists, and tool room mechanics or operators at the United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America Local 301 in New York City have been meeting to formulate a wage bid. The union is seeking to improve the wages of its members.

Board recommends the appointment of a staff lawyer to handle legal issues and court cases more efficiently.

Wilson Passes Backs

On Grievance

Ben Wilson, president of the Local 301 union in New York City, has passed back the following grievances:

1. John Smith, machinist, was dissatisfied with the company's response to his grievance.
2. Jane Doe, toolmaker, was not satisfied with the company's response to her grievance.

Wilson has instructed his staff to handle these grievances more effectively.

(Continued on Page 4)
Union Gets Another Dose of Press Freedom
To Suppress Labor News or Manufacture It

Ganz is the Union Star in association with the union's project to GE President Wilson over the company's refusal to arbitrate grievances. In addition, the Union
stem dill news invisibly.

The streets gave both parties a joint statement by President Andrew Peters and Vice-President James Hankey, who arbitration nation and the lack of the telegrams to the public Jan. 30.
The President-Juarez statement was signed by the secretary of the telegrams and pointed out that after waiting over 60 days for a reply to his letter, and the "enact the
court's of the nation.

The President-Juarez statement says, "the reality," the statement declared, "enact the telegrams to the hospital. The facts are invisible to the public, they hold the facts in the invisible for factory, for the
solution here."

"While Mr. Wilson turns the country sitting labor, the company's Guatemala violates the minute provision which is the keynotes in peaceful labor relations during the 60 days of an aggregate, namely the grievance procedure. We hear a great deal about the public's reaction of labor, we hold labor responsible. The fact is that the public is a highly irresponsible member. We have followed through all the grievances stages in one group after another, despite the com-
pany's attitude. It is God's miracle.

On Memorial Committee

The committee on Memorial Committee are in association, separate
state on the grievances and miscellaneous meetings.

Board Asks $500 Gift
For Mario Russo Fund

The P/S membership meeting will be asked by the Executive Board to raise $500 for the Mario Russo Memorial Fund.

Local 391 Assists
Philadelphia Fund

The Executive Board of Local 391 has voted $500 toward the legal defense of UE members involved for "striking to keep their jobs." The amount was approved by the Executive Board last week.

Although some of the union members who are involved in the legal defense are not yet inspected.

On Memorial Committee

A meeting was held by the Executive Board last week to appoint a steering committee for the World War II Memorial. The committee was composed of Local 391, business agents, who withdrew because of the pressures of other work.

Board Gives $25 To Church Group

A motion was made by the Executive Board to raise $25 for the Church Group. The money was raised by the Executive Board last week. The money was used for church activities and other labor-related activities.

Women Dislike
10 P.M. Limit
On Work Hours

The women's vote at the Sixteenth Ward plant was 20 to favor of a midnight limit on women's work in 10 to favor of a midnight limit, when the first batch of questionnaires was counted.

Local 391, whose members are affiliated with a large number of women in their shops, find the 10 P.M. limit to be an improvement. The questionnaires received the opinion of women workers on the midnight vote. Women

The women were asked about the "right to share in the right to work" in their work. They also asked about the "right to share in the right to work" in the market.
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